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One book gives you a solid understanding of how derivatives are used to manage the risks of

financial decisions. Extremely reader friendly, market-leading INTRODUCTION TO DERIVATIVES

AND RISK MANAGEMENT (WITH STOCK-TRAK COUPON), 10e is packed with real-world

examples while keeping technical mathematics to a minimum. With a blend of institutional material,

theory, and practical applications, the book delivers detailed coverage of options, futures, forwards,

swaps, and risk management as well as a balanced introduction to pricing, trading, and strategy.

The financial information throughout reflects the most recent changes in the derivatives market--one

of the most volatile sectors in the financial world. New "Taking Risk in Life" features illustrate the

application of risk management in real-world financial decisions. In addition, Stock-Trak software is

available with each new text, giving you hands-on practice managing a hypothetical portfolio.
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I have read some really crappy finance books in my day, but when I cracked this one open I quickly

grew fond of it. The authors do a good job explaining everything clearly, and provide good

examples. Most importantly, they clearly show what all the notations mean for the formulas. Some

of the notations seem a little ridiculous at first, but after you familiarize yourself it's all pretty

easy.The authors also do a good job explaining the Black-Scholes-Merton model, which is difficult to

do.This is a great book.

This is a wonderful book to have on your shelf for any finance major looking for an understanding of



options, futures, and other types of contracts sold in the OTC and exchange markets. The text is

fairly easy to follow and provides good examples to help students understand the theories behind

option and future markets.However, I do not feel that this book is for just anyone. Without some

financial background I think that this book can be difficult to follow. It is hard to understand the

mathmatics behind the theories presented in the text. The diskette is also somewhat disappointing

as an aid for understanding the material. The disk only gives Excel generated financial models that

you find in the book such as the Black-Shcoles pricing model.With a good professor, this is a

wonderful aid in constructing a foundation for option investing and pricing. And even giving some of

its downfalls I would still recommend buying this book.

If you are a student just taken up a course in derivatives or risk management you should have this

book. if you find john hull more technical, you have Don Chance who covers options and other

derivatives in a greater detail and in more words. everything you want to know about how banks etc

have risk mangaement systems in place and market risk instruments is here.in case you want a

greater coverage of options and pricing options, you should definatly take a look at Black Scholes

and Beyond by Neil Chriss, a work of art.

A compelling text for those interested in the confusing world of derivatives and trading of same.

Does a great job of simplifying an extremely complex topic by cutting the topics into bite sized

pieces that can be studied and rehashed easily until understood completely. I am not too sure I

would tackle this topic alone (unless highly experienced already) but I was fortunate to have a

fantastic instructor to accompany the text and learned enormous amounts of material in a single

semester.

If you are interested in the basic concepts governing derivatives without getting into the

mathematics of it then this is the ideal book. I recommend this book for any one who is

contemplating taking Derivatives as an advanced level course. The book would give a solid

foundation to the concepts of risk management.

This is an excellent book for non finance majors who would like to grasp the physical concepts

behind different derivatives products traded in the OTC markets. The book is ideal for a preperation

read for all aspiring to take Financial Engineering / Derivatives as majors in graduate programs.



A good introductory book. This particular edition was printed in India, but the content is identical to

the hardcover U.S. version.

Dr. Chance did a excellent job in carefully introducing the concept and outline of derivatives markets

to students with basic business school training. I used the 4th edition in my undergraduate course

couple years ago, and built up a solid conceptual understanding in this field. The newest version still

keep its pleasant style and contain some thing more about risk management.This book offers the

best introduction to undergraduate business school students or MBA student who need not to work

with financial derivatives much.But for those non-business students wants get into mathematical

finance industry, to buy a book only for concept intro may not a economy choice. Refer this book if

you find the first half in Hull's "Option, futures and other derivatives" not clear enough.
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